Z6950 Aqua-FIT® Faucet System

Zurn understands the importance of planning for the future when it comes to restroom design and development. The all new patent-pending Zurn Aqua-FIT Sensor Faucet System features “Flexible Installation Technology” or the FIT platform. This new FIT platform makes retrofitting a bathroom simple and easy. With just one tool, you can replace the faucet spout or change to a completely new design without having to work below the deck.

Zurn electronics are located in-line with the spout shank and below the deck. This ensures that the electronics are protected from vandalism and the environment. The electronics also mount directly to the shank making for a quicker installation.

*Note: Spout Tool is a 3/32" Allen Wrench fastening.
Aesthetics are a growing priority within commercial restroom design. The new designs of the Aqua-FIT faucet system also provide durability, quality, and ease of retrofit required in demanding commercial environments.
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Zurn One Systems

- Customize how your plumbing supplies are packaged, labeled and shipped
- Receive single shipment, ready-to-install plumbing solutions for easy organization, handling and sorting
- Optimized paired performance and a 3-year warranty from one manufacturer
Our Valued Customers

Architect and Engineer
- Field adjustable time-out, sensor range adjustments, and line purge settings that will adapt to any environment
- Multiple designs that will appeal to any commercial application
- Low powered electronics provides 10-year sustainable battery option

Building Owner
- The new concealed sensor lens and aerator reduces vandalism costs
- Water conserving options with LEED flow rates of 0.35 / 0.5 gpm [1.3/1.9 Lpm]
- Lower maintenance cost with 10-year lithium battery option

Contractor
- New Aqua-FIT mount and inline spout construction for easy installation and retrofitting
- All cast brass spout designed for durability
- The best comprehensive warranty on brass and fixture products across the industry

One Choice. One Zurn.
Zurn Engineered Water Solutions® is a recognized leader in commercial, municipal, and industrial markets, delivering sustainable building solutions for new construction and retrofit applications.

At Zurn, we are committed to providing smart solutions that save both time and money. Our goal is serving the customer through innovation, continuous improvement, and assurance behind every installation. Choose Zurn for a reliable, recognized manufacturer to supply your entire installation, from behind the wall rough-in, to finish trim product and fixture systems.

www.zurn.com/aquafit